Endnote (Desktop) Quick Guide
Endnote Desktop is a powerful dedicated referencing software that is free for students to use. It can be
downloaded from the library homepage (go to Library – Student Resources – View all resources – Endnote –
Endnote Desktop, or visit here: https://libguides.federation.edu.au/endnotedesktop). Endnote desktop should
not be confused with Endnote Web: https://libguides.federation.edu.au/endnoteweb.
NB: Before you attempt to use referencing software you should understand the principles of referencing and
citation systems and the rules for APA, Harvard, or other styles. Endnote is only a tool to make it easier to do
referencing. It is possible to make mistakes if you enter information incorrectly and you are unfamiliar with
referencing principles.
This is a very basic guide to how to use Endnote Desktop. It should be used after receiving practical guidance
or after attending an Endnote class offered by Federation University Library.
1. Make a Library. Once the software has been downloaded you need to create an Endnote library.
Select File--New to do this. This will be your personal repository of references used for all your
subjects and courses. The default library is called “My Endnote Library” but you can call it something
unique, e.g., “Sam’s Endnote Library”. It will be stored in the Endnote folder on your computer. (You
can create multiple Libraries but one library will be sufficient for all your referencing needs.)

2. Note the Key Elements of the EN Library. An Endnote Library interface will appear, initially with no
references (you have not yet added any). Notice the key elements from a completed library below: 1)
The repository of references; 2) The citation style selected; 3) The preview of a selected reference; 4)
the New Reference icon; 5) the Insert Citation icon; 6) the My Groups area (references from a single
Endnote library can sorted into groups to allow categorising for different subject areas).
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3. Add a Reference. Once a library has been created you can start adding references. Select New
Reference and a series of fields becomes available. Choose Reference Type to select the genre of
publication (book, chapter in book, website, journal article, video, etc) and begin to enter data. By
default, “journal article” will be selected (see below).

4. Enter your data into fields. With the exception of <Surname, Initials.> enter raw data, i.e., data
without punctuation, italicised text, or brackets (Endnote will provide the right style in the completed
reference list.) Another exception is a reference authored by a company or organisation, e.g., the
Australian Bureau of Statistics. Enter company/organisation names with a comma (,) at the end (i.e.,
Australian Bureau of Statistics,) otherwise it will not appear correctly in Endnote. Once you have
completed entering all the data, close the screen (top right) and a preview of the selected reference will
be displayed in the preview area.
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5. Build your Library. Now enter more references using data required for other standard referencing
types (books, chapters in books, websites, journal articles, and so on). Notice in the preview window
how Endnote will punctuate and stylise the references in the required format for each citation type.
6. Select your citation style. Endnote has hundreds of citation styles. Select your style in the dropdown
box on the top left of the screen (more styles can be seen by choosing Select another Style, but the
styles in the dropdown are adequate for most assignments at university). Once data has been entered
correctly you can output the references into any citation style as required by your lecturer.

7. Add citations to your assignment. Endnote integrates with Word so you can easily insert citations into
your assignments as needed. Endnote will also build a reference list for you in the required style as you
add more references. NB: This will be accurate only if the data entered is accurate. To inset citations
from your EN library into Word, first open Word. Notice that Word now has an Endnote tab in the menu
bar with a number of features.

8. Start writing your essay in Word, then choose ‘Go to Endnote’. Word will take you back to your
Endnote Library. Now highlight a reference you wish to add to your assignment from your Library (see
below).
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9.

Choose Insert Citation.

10. Your reference has been added to your Word document along with a reference list citation in the
correct format (in this case APA) at the end of your document. Endnote also alphabetically orders
references by surname and title (if there is no author), provides a hanging indentation, and adds all
appropriate italics, capitalisation, and punctuation for the citation style selected.
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11. Going further. Below a more complete reference list is provided showing how Endnote orders the
citations alphabetically providing full reference details as they have been entered into the EN Library.
Endnote also provides a semi-colon between multiple entries given in parentheses and orders them
correctly both alphabetically and chronologically.

Page break goes here

12. Finishing up. It is now easy to add a page break before the reference list entries begin, and type
Reference List at the top of the page to separate your reference list from the body of your assignment.
Further tips:
•

•

•
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Note that removing an in-text citation in the text of your assignment will also remove the reference list
citation (and vice-versa). To remove a reference click at the end of a citation after the brackets and hit
<backspace>.
Editing a citation manually by typing in the brackets, e.g., adding a page number will do little as
references are regularly refreshed by Endnote and they will return to how they were entered. To add a
page number or a suffix or prefix to an in-text citation click anywhere within the (…..). Right click—edit
citation(s)—click More and add information in the prefix, suffix or page fields, e.g., (for further
information, see Maddox, 2012, p. 12)
Endnote integrates with most library databases. It is possible to export selected journal articles into a
readable form (a “.ris” file) to be used in Endnote Desktop, and then import the citation information into
your Endnote library. The imports all required citation information directly into the Endnote fields. This
will be explained in another Endnote Desktop Quick Guide.
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